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Document Remarks
This file contains: - Pages 2 to 12: contain a catalogue for an aircraft called Pilatus.

- Pages 3 & 14: contain an article written in Hebrew. - Pages 15 & 16: contain a detailed report
:on Afkom Military bus station, which is located in Bi?r AI-Sab?1 area Palestine, followed by a
: list titled by Transport Targets; the list contains 26 bus stations. - Pages 18, 19 & 20: contain

hree forms titled Main Targets Card, The first one is blank, the second one for AI-A?btaal
Bridge, and third one is for AI-Damya Bridge. - Pages 22, &23: contain two maps, the first is
or a village in Israel called Kiryat Shamuna, and the second one show Israeli?s borders with

: ordan and Syria - Page 26: contains a map of Haifa, a Palestinian city. The map shows the
:organization of the city. - Page 27: a picture of a bus station in Jerusalem. - Pages 25, 28, 29,

0, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39: contain 13 Main Targets Cards for the following
argets: AI-Quds bus station, Dimona bus station, A?shdud bus station, 'Asqalan bus station,
el Aviv train station, Haifa train station, Bi?r AI-Sab?a bus station, Kiriat Gat bus station,

.Rahobot bus station, AI-Ramlah bus station, Rishon Litsiun bus station, AI-Lid bus station. 
i Pages: 40& 41: contain two maps of Tel Aviv city, the maps show the organization of the city
.and the assembly points for cars and taxis-train station. - Pages 42 to 76: contain Main

argets Cards for 35 targets in Israel. The targets are: Bus stations, Medicine industry
companies, Medical centers, and Synagogues. - Pages 79& 80: contain a map of Palestine
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hows the sports activities places, followed by a picture for a church in Tel Aviv - Pages 82 to
02: contain Main Targets Cards for 35 targets in Israel. The targets are: Mosques, Churches,
inistries, Sports centers, and Swimming pools. - Page 103: contains an article written in
nglish about Israel, the article also includes a map and there is Arabic text written on it
aying: Dayzban institute for atomistic research. - Pages 104 to 189: contain detailed reports
repared by the 17 Forces I Geometrical Planning section. The reports titled as Airports and
unways in Palestine. The file contains the following information on 56 airports: Organization,
pecifications, map, usage, hangars, and buildings These pages also contain information
bout the location of 18 runways. - Pages 190 to 202: contain reports about the military
irports in Israel; the reports contain the following information about each airport: Brigades,
issiles division, squadrons, and types of planes. - Pages 203 to 214: contain reports about

he Air Bases and Civil Airports in Israel, the file contain the following information about each
irport such as the name, type of planes and the companies that work in the airport. - Page
16: contains a map of Ramat Matrid Airport. - Pages 217 to 222: contain lists of the airports
nd air bases in Palestine; the list includes the name and the city of each airport. - Page 223:
ontains a map that shows the check point in the border between Palestine and Jordan.
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